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ABSTRACT

During ship design, its service speed is one of the crucial parameters which decide on future  economic effects. As 
sufficiently exact calculation methods applicable to preliminary design stage are lacking the so called contract 
speed which a ship reaches in calm water is usually applied. In the paper [11] a parametric method for calculation 
of total  ship resistance in actual weather conditions (wind, waves, sea current), was presented. This paper presents  
a parametric model of ship  propulsion system (screw propeller - propulsion engine) as well as a calculation method,  
based on both models, of  mean statistical  value of ship service speed in seasonal weather conditions  occurring on 
shipping lines. The method  makes use of only basic design parameters and may be applied in preliminary design stage.
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INTRODUCTION

During ship design one of the crucial parameters which 
decide on future  economic effects is ship service speed in 
seasonal weather conditions occurring on a given shipping 
line (or several lines). The service speed for existing  ship can 
be determined during its operation or calculated on the basis 
of complete design documentation or results of ship model 
basin tests. The algorithm and results of such calculations  were 
presented in [6] ÷ [8]. The method cannot be used however in 
preliminary ship design stage where important decisions are 
made on the basis of only main design parameters  (concerning 
ship hull geometry) which a ship designer has then at his 
disposal. For this reason a contract speed - to be checked in 
calm water trials after completing the ship - is introduced 
into ship building contract. Ship economic effectiveness 
mainly depends on service speed achieved in actual weather 
conditions (instantaneous or seasonal). Hence development of  
a method for calculation of the speed, applicable in preliminary 
design stage, would make it possible to optimize ship design 
parameters from the point of view of maximization of ship 
owner profits to be gained from operation of a ship on a given 
shipping line.

SHIP PROPULSION

In order to move a ship at a given speed  the ship propeller 
thrust T has to equilibrate the total ship resistance RC in 
compliance with the formula: 

(1)

and  its engine power output N ( in terms of torque) has to 
equilibrate  the propeller rotational moment Q:

(2)

where:
nS    - engine rotational speed ( in case of slow speed engine:  

 ns = np – propeller rotational speed), 
t     - thrust deduction,
ηG  - transmission gear efficiency (if applied),
ηS   - shaft line efficiency,
ηRT - rotational „efficiency”.

During voyage if weather conditions change the total 
resistance RC also changes, hence propulsion engine load 
resulting from the moment Q, will be changeable too.  Engine 
working point determined by the power output N and the  
rotational speed ns will be changed but must be still located 
within engine working area. A complete algorithm for 
searching for the engine working point (N, ns) in changeable 
weather conditions  was presented in [7]. Calculation results 
given in the publications [7] and [8] were obtained from the 
model based on complete data concerning ship hull, screw 
propeller and propulsion engine. In order to make the model 
applicable to preliminary design stage , approximate formulae 
for the thrust T, torque Q, power output N, rotational speed 
ns, propulsion engine working area as well as the coefficients 
t, wT and ηRT should be developed. 
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APPROXIMATE RELATIONS FOR 
PROPELLER THRUST AND TORQUE  

The mathematical model of ship propulsion system, 
developed under assumption that complete documentation 
concerning screw propeller and propulsion engine is available, 
was presented in [7]. 

Calculations of exact values of thrust and torque  acc. [7] 
were conducted for many existing ships (163 ships in total) 
with taking into account their types (bulk carriers, container 
ships,oil tankers and LNG tankers). Range of examined 
parameters  for bulk carriers  is given in Tab. 1. 

Tab. 1. Range of  examined parameters  for bulk carriers

The approximate model of the propeller thrust T and 
torque Q was developed on the basis of the obtained results 
of calculation based on these parameters.  Out of many tested 
methods, the best results were achieved by making use of 
artificial neural networks. 

The first step in developing the model of approximating 
function was to determine a set of parameters which 
significantly affect changeability of the thrust T and torque  
Q of screw propeller, are known already in preliminary 
design stage and may serve as arguments of the function in 
question. On the basis of preliminary analyses  and personal 
experience, out of parameters of the examined group of ships, 
the following quantities were finally selected to be arguments of 
approximating functions: ship length between perpendiculars 
L, breadth B, draught T, hull block coefficient CB, displacement, 

, ship speed V and propeller rotational speed np.
Structure of artificial neural networks as well as activation 

functions to be used for the thrust T and torque Q, were finally 
selected on the basis of a compromise between  accuracy, 
simplicity and learning time. In order to simplify solution, 
the same structure ( i.e. 7x11x1), Fig. 1, and network parameters 
(input data and form of activation functions – sigmoidal and 
linear) were assumed for  thrust and torque. 

The general form of the searched for approximating function  
is as follows: 

( )pB nVCTBLfQT ,,,,,,, ∇= (3)

The developed approximating function  for T and Q has 
the following form:

(4)

where :  xk =[L, B, T, CB, , V, np] are successive arguments 
of neural network (input data); whereas values of coefficients 
for each network (thrust T and torque Q) for bulk carriers are 
contained  in Tab. 2 and 3.

Fig. 1. Structure of the designed neural network

Tab. 2. Values of coefficients for the network, acc. Eq.(4) , which approximates 
the propeller thrust T for bulk carriers 

The calculation process of values of the screw propeller 
thrust T and torque Q with taking into account ship types 
, and making use of the designed artificial neural network, 
its structure and values of coefficients (weighing factors) 
determined from learning process, runs as follows: 
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1.  the scaling (normalizing) of the input data  xk =[L, 
B, T, CB, , V, np] for xmax and xmin  values (minimum and 
maximum value of input data) from Tab. 1;

2. the calculation of values from the network, acc. Eq. 
(4), and parameters in Tab. 2 and 3;  

3. the scaling of the values obtained from the network 
and calculation of final values of the propeller thrust and 
torque:  

(5)

where :  
ymin, ymax – minimum and maximum values of input quantity 

– numerical values from the learning set (Tab. 4).

Tab. 3. Values of coefficients for the network, acc. Eq.(4), which approximates 
the propeller torque Q for bulk carriers 

Tab. 4. Range of examined parameters ( thrust and torque ) for bulk carriers

The correlation coefficient R2, spread diagrams of expected 
values against observed ones (i.e. those obtained from 
approximation versus reference ones) as well as mean square 
error showing  learned network quality (Tab. 5), were taken as 
the basis for statistical verification. Quality assessment of the 
obtained approximations were performed also by analysing  
relative and absolute errors. 

The subject - matter verification was done for bulk carriers 
built in Szczecin Shipyard (their main parameters are contained 
in [11]). Values of the screw propeller thrust T and torque Q, 
calculated by using the approximation (4), as well as results of 
the calculations performed  in accordance with the algorithm 
given in [7], are presented in Fig. 2. 

Tab. 5. Selected statistical parameters  obtained  from  the used neural 
networks for bulk carriers

M1 bulk carrier

T [kN]

Fig. 2.  Propeller thrust and torque values calclated  by means of the developed 
approximations (4) (points marked „°”) as well as by using the hydrodynamic 

characteristics of the screw propellers installed on the existing bulk carriers

APPROXIMATE MODELS  FOR POWER 
OUTPUT, ROTATIONAL SPEED AND 

WORKING AREA OF PROPULSION ENGINE 

Ship propulsion engine working area is defined by its 
characteristics (see e.g. [7]). In order to calculate ship service 
speed and determine the engine working point for a designed 
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ship it is necessary  to know rated values of power output and 
rotational speed of propulsion engine. Such values for the 
task in question were determined by analysing the collected  
technical and operational data for existing ships.   

Approximate models  for engine power 
output 

The propulsion engine rated  power Nn for bulk carriers 
was approximated by using linear regression method. The 
analysis was performed  for functional relations of only one 
parameter or product of some parameters as an argument. In 
the case of engine power a model of approximating function 
was also searched for a dependable variable in the form of the 
rated power/ship speed ratio Nn/V. 

The best fit degree (R2 = 0,9464) was reached for the model: 
Nn/V = f(FW), Fig. 3.

For further analysis was selected the following engine power 
approximation (of the auxiliary variable Nn/V) in function of 
FW, which reached the best fit degree:

(7)

The obtained rated power value estimated according 
to Eq. (7) was compared with the rated power taken from 
documentation of  the existing ships.

 Tab. 6 presents exemplary results of the comparisons 
and calculated accuracy (relative error) of the obtained 
approximations. 

Fig. 3. Approximation of the rated power/ship speed ratio Nn/V in function of 
FW (FW = L . B . CWP , where: CWP – water plane coefficient)  for bulk carriers

Tab. 6. Accuracy of the calculated  value of the propulsion engine rated power 
Nn  for bulk carriers

Approximate models  for rotational speed of 
propulsion engine

The searching for of approximating function for  the rated 
rotational speed  of propulsion engine, nns, was conducted  in 
relation to ship’s length L,  displacement , draught T as well 
as the product  of  L . B . CWP. The best results (R2 = 0,685) 
were reached for the relation of the engine rated rotational 
speed  versus ship’s draught, i.e. nns = f(T) expressed in the 
following  form:

(8)

Fig. 4 graphically shows accuracy of  the obtained 
approximations. 

Fig. 4. Approximation of the engine rated rotational speed  in function of  ship’s 
draught, nns = f(T),  for bulk carriers

The obtained value of the rated rotational speed nns 
estimated according to Eq. (8) was compared with the rated 
rotational speed specified in documentation of the existing 
ships. Tab. 7 presents exemplary results of the comparisons 
and the calculated accuracy (relative error) of the achieved 
approximations. 

Tab. 7. Accuracy of the calculated  value of the rated rotational speed, nns, of 
propulsion engine for bulk carriers 

Approximation of propulsion efficiency 
coefficients 

The relations of Holtrop-Mennen method were applied [2], 
[3] to calculate values of the thrust deduction coefficient t, the 
wake coefficient wT and the rotational  "efficiency" ηR, for all 
the ships, with taking into account  ship types.  Because in the 
method ship parameters unknown in preliminary design stage 
are used, the values calculated  on its basis were considered 
reference ones for searched for approximations. 
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In searching for appropriate approximating functions the 
thrust deduction coefficient t, the wake coefficient wT and  the 
rotational "efficiency" ηR was determined by using the multi-
fold regression method, and arguments of the functions were 
selected on the basis of parameters applied in Holtrop-Mennen 
method [5].

Tab. 8 shows the approximating functions for the thrust 
deduction coefficient, wake coefficient and rotational  
"efficiency" for bulk carriers, obtained during the analyses, 
as well as the value of the coefficient R2 and standard error 
of estimation.  

Tab. 8. Forms of the functions and model- fit degree for approximation 
of the thrust deduction coefficient t, wake coefficient wT and rotational  

"efficiency" ηR, for bulk carriers 

Tab. 9 presents calculation results ( with taking into account 
accuracy ) of the values of the thrust deduction coefficient t, 
wake coefficient wT and  rotational „efficiency” μR, obtained 
from the approximations (Tab. 8) and values calculated 
according to Holtrop-Mennen method ([2] ÷ [5]) for bulk 
carriers.

Tab. 9. Accuracy of calculated values of the thrust deduction coefficient t, 
wake coefficient wT and  rotational „efficiency” μR  for reference bulk carriers

* reference values calculated by means of Holtrop-Mennen method [2]÷[5]

** values obtained from the approximations – Tab. 8

*** relative error

MEAN STATISTICAL VALUE OF SHIP 
SERVICE SPEED ON A SHIPPING LINE  

The investigations in question are aimed at development 
of a method for determining service speed of transport ship  
in statistical weather conditions occurring on a shipping line 
where the ship has to operate.  As weather conditions occurring 
on a given shipping line are random quantities, hence the 
method to be developed should take into account a random 
character of wind and wave parameters, and this way calculated 
ship speed will constitute a statistical service speed kept with 
a determined probability. Level of the probability will result 
from power output of propulsion engine for ship to be designed. 

The above mentioned task  was solved in two phases :
• In the 1st phase an instantaneous ship’s service speed 

was determined on the basis of the developed parametric 
models concerning total ship resistance [11], propeller thrust 
and propulsion power, for assumed parameters of wind, sea 
current and waving;

• In the 2nd phase a mean statistical service speed of 
transport ship was calculated on the basis of distribution of 
mean statistical, long-term (seasonal) weather parameters  
occurring on a given shipping line. 

Instantaneous ship’s service speed 
During ship motion in waves, besides still - water resistance, 

also additional forces resulting from wind, waves and possible 
sea surface current effects  act on the ship. The interactions 
generate, besides an additional resistance, a lateral force and   
a moment  turning the ship around vertical axis [6]. The lateral 
force results in ship drift and the turning moment – in change 
of ship course, hence the rudder must be deflected to keep 
the ship on a set course over a given sea area under action of 
the external turning moment. Under assumption that  ship 
course has to be kept, the instantaneous speed is calculated  
from  two sets of  equations. The first of the sets consists of 
the three nonlinear equations : 

(9)

where: 

RxC(V), RyC(V), MzC(V) - total ship resistance components 
and rotating moment around z – axis for a ship sailing with 
speed V in actual , instantaneous weather conditions,

Rx, Ry, Mz - components of still - water  ship resistance and 
moment , with sea surface current effects taken into account,

RxA, RyA, MzA - components of additional ship resistance 
and moment  due to wind,

RxW, RyW, MzW - components of additional ship resistance 
and moment  due to waves,

RxR, RyR, MzR - components of force and moment acting 
onto rudder blade,

β - ship drift angle,
δR - rudder deflection angle,
PG - ship geometrical parameters,
PA - wind parameters,
PC - sea surface current parameters,
PW - wave parameters,
PR - rudder blade geometrical parameters.
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Particular quantities which appear in the equation set (9) 
(still-water ship resistance, additional ship resistance due to 
sea surface current, wind, waves and rudder blade action and 
corresponding lateral forces and moments) are described by 
the parametric models presented in [11] for bulk carriers.

From the equation set (9) solved for the preliminarily 
assumed  value of ship speed V and set parameters of  wind, 
waves and possible sea current,  the following is yielded: ship 
drift angle β, rudder deflection angle δR, additional ship 
resistance due to wind, waves and passive rudder, ∆R, as well 
as total ship resistance RC.

Next, check is made whether ship propulsion system is 
capable of keeping the assumed speed V in given weather 
conditions, and if not - a  speed value is searched for at which:

• ship total resistance is balanced by propeller thrust, 
• propeller torque is equal to rotational moment of 

propulsion engine, 
• propulsion engine working point lies within a given 

working area which may be declared during run of calculations.   

The searched for instantaneous ship’s speed in given weather 
conditions is calculated in the 2nd phase, by solving the set of 
two successive nonlinear equations:   

(10)

where:
T, Q - approximating functions of propeller thrust 

and torque, in the form (1),
RC - total ship resistance described by the 

approximating function for bulk carriers, presented in [11],
N - propulsion engine power output 

approximated by the function (7) appropriate for bulk carriers,
t - thrust deduction coefficient  approximated 

by the function appropriate for bulk carriers, given in Tab. 8,
ηRT - rotational „efficiency” approximated by the 

function appropriate for bulk carriers, given in Tab. 8.

As a result of solving the equation set (10) is obtained the 
instantaneous service speed the ship propelled by a given 
engine is able to develop in given weather conditions. 

Because the propulsion engine working area [7] is confined 
within appropriate characteristics , hence only in certain cases 
an assumed speed V can be maintained. If the additional 
ship resistance due to wind and waves is too large then  
a ship speed possible to be reached will be searched for on one 
of the characteristics limiting the engine working area [7]. 
After calculation of the instantaneous ship’s speed in given 
weather conditions, parameters of ship’s  sea-going qualities 
are calculated and, if they are exceeded, the ship speed will 
be reduced. 

Calculation results of service speed for 
exemplary ships and selected shipping lines 

The equation sets (9) and (10) are solved for all weather 
parameters occurring on sea areas crossed by given shipping 
lines, and relevant calculations are performed for a set value 
of ship speed V and set values of course angle ψ. For each set 
of weather data a definite value of  instantaneous ship’s service 
speed is obtained. 

An algorithm for calculating values of instantaneous 
ship’s service speed for all parameters of wind and waves  
(mean statistical values occurring on a given shipping line) 
is presented in [8].

Exemplary calculation results for bulk carriers are presented 
in Fig. 5.

 Mean statistical service speed of transport ship (mean 
statistical yearly weather conditions) 

Ship: M1, Route no. 2a

Histogram of service speed

Calculations acc. algorithm: [6] ÷ [8]

Calculations based on approximation
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Histogram of additional resistance

Calculations acc. algorithm: [6] ÷ [8]

Calculations based on approximation

Fig. 5. Histograms of ship service speed and additional ship resistance 
obtained from the “reference” calculations as well as those based on 

approximation – for M1 ship sailing on route no.2a 

Tab. 10 provides the most important results of the 
calculations, i.e. mean statistical values of the ship service 
speed    for bulk carriers, obtained by using two different 
methods, given together with relative error between results 
achieved  from the developed parametric methods and from 
calculations according to the algorithms presented in [6] ÷ [8].

Tab. 10.  The relative calculation error (δVE) of mean statistical values of the 
ship service speed         obtained from approximating formulae  in relation 

to the “reference” calculation results  [6] ÷ [8] for existing bulk carriers and 
selected shipping routes

Route no. 2a -  East USA – West Europe 
Route no. 2b - West Europe – East USA 

Route no. 9a - Persian Gulf – Africa – West Europe 
Route no. 9b - West Europe –Africa  – Persian Gulf

FINAL CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of analyses of the above presented results 
the following conclusions may be offered : 

- relative calculation error of mean statistical 
value of ship service speed is in the range from 0,1% to 
2,0%, depending on an examined ship and shipping line; 
accuracy of  service speed calculation by using the developed 
parametric methods is high, 

-  when calculating the service speed   with the use of 
the developed parametric method  the same trend is observed 
as in the case of using the exact methods ( the “reference” 
calculations acc. [6] ÷ [8]), i.e. if in the reference calculations 
for a “less difficult” route  the service speed was greater than 
for “more difficult” one, the same was the case when using 
the parametric models for relevant calculations,

- the presented results of calculations  also show 
that not all the examined ships, especially their propulsion 
systems , have been properly designed; it can be demonstrated 
by comparing their contract speeds (in calm water) with their 
service speeds on a given shipping line in mean statistical 
weather conditions. 

 
 In the monograph [12]  can be found results of calculations 

of mean statistical value of service speed  for container ships, 
oil tankers and LNG tankers. 

The developed method may be also applied to optimizing 
design parameters as early as in preliminary design stage, 
especially for maximization of ship owner’s profits from  
future operation of a ship to be built [1]. It can be also used 
for ship’s route planning [9], [10].
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